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Half size 
Panel area 0.75m (w) x 1.0m (h)

Landscape 
Panel area 2.0m (w) x 1.0m (h)

Portrait 
Panel area 1.0m (w) x 2.0m (h)
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Xhibit meets the needs of exhibition & event organiser. 
We provide poster display systems, exhibition shell 
schemes and furniture rental. 

We know that in our industry dependability in every aspect 
of what we do is vital. That is why our procedures & stock
controls are fine-tuned to deliver & collect precisely what is
wanted, exactly as expected. 

It is the reason, too, that we are just as committed to the
success of our clients’ events as they are. 

concept
Xhibit hold in stock the popular CLiP panel and pole
display system. By using this versatile product with
our individually developed ‘poster feet’, Xhibit can
create a high quality and economic solution to your
poster panel requirements.

All of our panels are available in a choice of either
Royal Blue or Dove grey Velcro compatible loop
nylon, to allow easy fixing, and with our poster display system’s
unique flexibility we can provide the poster panels in either
landscape or portrait formats, and as single free standing 
panels or joined together in a long run, something very few 
of our competitors can offer. 

The poster display system has a wide range of potential uses, 
which include; 

Poster Displays 

Temporary Room Divides 

Information & Directional Sign Boards

Our friendly & helpful staff can deliver & collect your panels, 
and if required install them, all over the UK & Europe. 


